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In the hilarious and uproarious world of Asteroid Made of Dragons, a lone goblin researcher has

stumbled across an artifact of mysterious import that delivers a terrifying message: the world is

ending. Soon. And the apocalypse will hail from the skies in the form of an asteroid made of

dragons. When it falls, the planet will be plunged into nuclear winter â€” and there will also be many

angry dragons wandering around nursing concussions.Asteroid Made of Dragons is not your

average apocalypse tale. Too bad Our Heroes don't even know it's coming.
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As a dragon, it can be very difficult to find books that speak to me and my experiences. Almost as

hard as it is to find shoes that fit! (Just kidding, dragons don't wear shoes lol.) So I would like to

personally thank G. Derek Adams for ASTEROIDS MADE OF DRAGONS. I was a little worried at

first because of the title - an asteroid *made* of dragons sounded kind of far-fetched, not to mention

cruel. But unlike so many other authors who have written such nasty, mean-spirited trash about my

fellow dragons, Mr. Adams has written a wonderful, exciting book that has something for everyone -

humor, romance, excitement ... and DRAGONS haha. I even liked the human characters and only

wanted to eat them some of the time, which if you know me is quite an accomplishment. I cannot



recommend it highly enough, especially if you're a dragon, like I am. Even if, unlike me, you aren't a

dragon, I demand that you read this joy of a book. And you should really do what I say.Because I'm

a dragon.P.S. If I have one complaint, it's that I wish the book's pages were fireproof. I don't blame

Mr. Adams for that, though. Maybe he could send a note to the publisher about it. Just a suggestion.

I absolutely enjoyed this book and devoured it in my free time (much like one of the dragons in the

asteroid..)Character development was smooth and attractive. I got connected to Jonas and Rime,

Xenon and Mercury, Linus and Sideways. They all held their place in the story, no one was useless

or a waste of words.The story itself was very good. There was a small bit left unsaid at the end, to

leave me searching the internet for the next chapter, and feeling sad when I didn't find it. The plot

stays true and fun the entirety of the book, there are no need for new hooks or extra twists.I am

giddy and excited for the next book, which the author PROMISES TO WRITE. GET ON IT G.

DEREK!

Please write more of these stories, Sir Derek. A very captivating group of heroes, anti heroes, and

magical beings. I love the language and pace of this tale, the interesting characters, and their ways

of relating. I was captivated from beginning to end - clever humor and brilliant story telling. I await

the next book.

I really enjoyed Asteroid Made of Dragons. I can't write a review about why the story and the

atmosphere resonated with me without explaining my background with the fantasy / sci-fi genre.

See... I'm an avid gamer. I grew up on Magic cards and D&D. I've played every game in the Final

Fantasy library, and many of the obscure, JRPGs from Atlus (when those used to be a thing). I'm

talkin' Ogre Battle and Valkyrie Profile, and more.Anyway... Asteroid Made of Dragons took me right

back to those colorful worlds. If you like any of the above, you'll love AMoD. The setting and

characters are unabashedly unafraid to be as quirky and fantastical as they please. There are

airship battles, walled cities, ancient ruins... Undead knights, wry assassins, wizards... Humans,

gnomes, goblins... there's even a magic-sniffing bloodhound made of glass, who depends on fresh

souls for fuel. AMoD introduces the characteristics of its world gradually, and it was fun and

refreshing to discover something new at every turn.From beginning to end, author G. Derek Adams

does an excellent job of setting up their motivations and conflicts. Every thread ties itself off nicely in

the end. Although... there is one character in particular who is portrayed as a villain rather early in

the book, but whose arc takes an unexpected (and perhaps uncharacteristic) turn for 'good.'



Perhaps I'd grown too close to this character (he really is great), which is why I found it a little

disappointing.It's easy to write about the cons (this single con is all that comes to mind though), but

I'd like to conclude on a high note. AMoD is worth your time and attention. If you're into RPG video

game worlds, or some of Studio Ghibli's forays into fantasy settings, you'll really enjoy this. This

book was so fun to read that I'm definitely planning on checking out the other two books in the

series.

Asteroid Made of Dragons is an exciting fantasy countdown to a would-be disaster with plenty of

magic, mayhem, and moral quandaries to keep you reading. The third in the "Spell/Sword" series

but the first published by Inkshares, AMoD stands out as the most polished of the bunch. Adams

craft and character writing has also leveled up noticeably and you can really feel the joy he has in

writing show through his work. AMoD introduces new challenges and the new major character

Xenon the goblin Scholar and her sister, so while I may suggest reading the other two books just for

background knowledge on Jonas and Rime's overall journey, it's not wholly necessary as the plot

picks up at a place new readers will not feel uncomfortable joining the parade. Though outwardly a

light-hearted fantasy, AMoD has some very dark and violent moments and tough decisions for it's

characters to weather, but plenty of quiet moments, too. I was especially fond of the character

development of the mercenary devilkin character Sideways, who was introduced in the first novel

Spell/Sword. The little nuggets of clever dialog in the tavern, at campsites, and on boats with the

characters were always an absolute joy to read and balanced out the murder and magic quite

admirably. I'd also like to thank the author for including so many great female and LGBT characters

so seamlessly into the work. I was particularly fond of the mention of a gay werewolf. I can't wait to

see what Adams comes up with next!
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